Resources
Most of which are available on the website*
www.unlock-urban.org.uk
(Resources not yet on the website can be requested from the Unlock Office office@unlock-urban.org.uk)

Unlocking How to do it - Training resources:A course in Unlock approaches for small group
Unlock DIY*
Mary’s Moments*
Learning Without Books*

Unlock Stretched Out*
Unlock More than you think* –

facilitators.
The story of a journey from relationship to
discipleship.
A workbook of 12 exercises outlining the Unlock
principles of Christian Education. (1985 - re-issued in
2010).
The story of a men’s breakfast club.
Unlock Basic method.

Unlock Bible Study Resources for use with small groups:Unlocking Baptism Preparation*
Sessions, discussion starters and creative approaches.
Mess, Mistakes and Muddling Through*
Looking at our experience as parents, and at parents in
MIND Over Matter*
What Now?*
Cooking the Book*
Easter in St Jude’s*
Unhingeing Hospitality*
Crucible*
Nechells Unlocks Christmas*
Sausages and stories*
Hosea*
Into the City with Nehemiah*
Go for it* Living with the Miracle Maker* A long week* Good News* -

the Bible.
Small group sessions (designed and used with a local
MIND group), exploring contemporary social issues.
A Bible resource based on experiences of
redundancy and unemployment.
A Bible overview with a difference!
Four topical sessions for use in Lent and Holy week.
Hospitality in real lives and in the biblical tradition.
Based on the history of Steelmaking in Sheffield.
Topical discussions for use in Advent.
Sessions linked to news items.
Hosea's wife left him, but God didn't.
1985; reissued in 2009.
Based on The Full Monty film.
Based on the Miracle Maker Video.
Suitable for Lent.
On the Kingdom of God.

In Y’r Dreams man* Peace in the City* God Finds us*
Jonah*
New life Game*
Pick and Mix*
Experience the Bible*
Unwrapping Christmas –
We’ll manage it*

Based on the Billy Elliot film.
Suitable for Lent.
An Advent resource.

Three different short resources.
Nine Short Bible studies for small groups.
(paper version only).
Seven true stories to help Christians Manage
Church activities.
7 session nurture course

Unlocking the Bible*
Unlocking the Prodigal*
The Veronica Sessions*
Pop Goes the Weasel*
Popcorn and nachos*
Stepping Stones*

Based on the Prodigal Son
8 session youth group discussion course
4 reflections/activities on Personal Debt
7-20 sessions connecting issues in day to day life
An approach to facilitating bible learning covering 12

themes

Keep Calm and …
Single sessions and exercises:Unlock pass the Parcel*
It’s in the bag*
I Don’t Believe it!*
The Kiss*
Something from Nothing*
Building Your Community*
Making Connections*

4 sessions on celebrations, prayer, partying and trust

)
)

Walk workshops:Nehemiah – Bricks, Building & Big Hearts*
Journeying 2006*
Olympics: Winning and Losing*
Favourite bible characters*
Out in the cold*
Looking at Homelessness – Really Looking*
Regional materials:Unforgotten Hull*
Walking Sticks & Magic Tricks*
Who won Gold*
Decision Time*
The city was large & spacious*
Unlocking Life*

Making connections between day-to-day life
and the Bible.
Reflecting on offense.
Reflecting on intimacy.
Reflecting on Creativity; our own and God’s.
Reflecting on where God is at work locally.
Reflecting on our emotional responses.

Activity on the theme of Restoring the city
Activity with various “stations”
Single session reflection
Activity on the theme of bible characters/stories
Activity with various “stations”
Activity with various “stations”

Workshop in response to flooding.
Exploring leadership & decision making.
Resource linked to 2012 Olympics.
Resource in response to General Election May 2010.
5 part introduction to Nehemiah.
5 sessions on conflicting human emotions.

Upside down Easter*
God’s Prodigal Son*
Unlock Hull, the story so far*

3 sessions on symbols & traditions at Easter.
3 sessions on crimes.
Stories from Hull

Because Unlock resources are always designed with the needs of a particular local group in mind
they will often not be suitable for ‘off the peg’ use with different groups in different places.
The resources are therefore provided mostly as practical examples of the learning approach
that Unlock uses, as an introduction to Unlock’s learning style, and to inspire you to produce
your own sessions, in a way that is relevant to your own context; although you can simply use
them as they stand if you find they are suitable.
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